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Introduction 
 
This document will help you to quickly get familiar with your MEGA65. Depending on your 
interests or knowledge you may ignore some chapters. 
 
The MEGA65 team took a lot of effort to make it as easy as possible for you to dive into the 
MEGA65 world. We are curious what you will create with it! 
 
 

Notes 
Keys to press are displayed bold in the manual. 
 
Be aware that the MEGA65 is continuously under development and therefore certain parts 
may not work as described  or do not work at the moment. 
 
Join us on Discord to meet other DevKit owners and MEGA65 fans: 
https://discord.com/invite/5DNvESf  
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Setup your MEGA65 
 
Depending on your MEGA65 model (Prototype, DevKit, Final) you have to take specific action 
in order to activate it. If you are unsure about the tasks you have to do just go through all of 
them. 
 

Assembling your MEGA65 DevKit 
The DevKit will not be assembled on delivery but putting all parts together is pretty easy. The 
MEGA65 team has created a video showing how it works:  
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WJlWK1pexD8 
 

Prepare SD card 
As a DevKit owner you receive a ready-to-use SD card. We encourage you to make a backup 
of it in case of unwanted damages.  This chapter is intended for those who create a MEGA65 
SD card from scratch. 
 
You need an SD card for your MEGA65 that includes all required files (like the ROM file). The 
internal card will be delivered with your MEGA65 and has all required files on it. So you don’t 
have to take action here. 
  
You MEGA65 has two slots to attach an SD card to your MEGA65: 

1. Internal SD card (24mm x 32mm) on the FPGA board (accessible by the hatch on the 
bottom side of your MEGA65) 

2. External microSD card (11mm x 15mm) attachable on the backside of your MEGA65 
 
By default, the internal SD card will be used. As soon as you have an external SD card 
attached at the backside of your MEGA65 then the external SC card will be used as primer. 
They both need the same disk structure and file content. 
 

Prepare the SD card for the MEGA65 
On creating an SD card from scratch you must use the SDCARD Utility provided by the 
MEGA65 as it does not only format your SD card in FAT32 but also creates the required 
structure. 
Make sure you are using an SD card of type SDHC with a minimum 8 GB or more. SDXC cards 
might work (not confirmed). 16GB is known to work, 32GB and 64GB is not yet confirmed. 
 

1. Make sure your MEGA65 is turned off 
2. Insert the SD card into the internal or external SD card reader slot 

By formatting, two partitions will be created: 
a. For MEGA65 internals (save slots, etc.) 
b. For essential and optional files (format FAT32) 

3. Press and hold the ALT key (third key left in the most top keyboard row) 
4. Turn on your MEGA65 
5. Press key 2 in the upcoming menu to enter the SDCARD FDISK+FORMAT Utility 
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6. Choose 0 or 1 to select the card you wish to format, according to the information 

presented to you. It is recommended that you only have one card plugged in at a 
time, so that no nasty accidents can happen. This also makes it easier to select the 
card to work on, as only one will be shown. 

7. Type DELETE EVERYTHING (uppercase) and press RETURN key 
8. Switch MEGA65 off, insert SD card into PC copy all essential & optional files onto 

SDcard (see list below) 
9. Insert SDcard into MEGA65 
10. DONE 

 
List of files:  

- Essential files 
o FREEZER.M65 
o AUDIOMIX.M65 
o BANNER.M65 <- not sure, if still needed, ask Paul 
o C64THUMB.M65 
o C65THUMB.M65 
o MEGA65.ROM 
o MEGA65.D81 (default disk image, automatically mounted during start) 

- Optional files 
o <XYZ>.COR (Bitstreams converted to .cor to be flashed into the FPGA slots) 
o < XYZ >.D81 (ALL your favorite games in 1581 format D81)(use Dirmaster)  
 

As soon as the MEGA65 Filehost site is up and running the not copyrighted files can be 
downloaded from there. 
 

First start (needs to be moved/enhanced later on) 
1. Make sure the SD Card is plugged with a valid file set  (before power on the MEGA65) 
2. Connect your MEGA65 with your display by a VGA or a HDMI cable.. 
3. Insert the round plug of the power supply into your MEGA65 (in the upper left corner 

of the back side) and the other end into the plug socket.  
4. Optional: On using a VGA cable or if your display doesn’t support audio you can 

attach a separate audio output source. Connect it with the 3.5mm Audiojack output 
on the backside of your MEGA65. 

5. Turn on your display. 
6. Turn on your MEGA65 by moving the black switch on the left side upwards. 

 
If everything works fine you should see a screen like this: 
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Question and Answers 
 
Q: When do you have to prepare an SD card for your MEGA65? 
 

A: Your MEGA65 will be delivered with a fully working SD card. There might be reasons you 
want to create an SD card from scratch: 

- You lost your original SD card or some content were mistakenly deleted 
- You want to create a backup of the existing SD card (recommended) 
- You are curious and want to know how things work ;) 

 
Q: Can I use the internal and the external SD card at the same time?  
 

A: No. As soon as you plug an external SD card it is the primer. 
 
Q: I have a 1351 Mouse (C64/C128). Can I use it on my MEGA65? 
 

A: On R2 PCB the 1351 Mouse is not supported but you can use a 1350 Mouse (Amiga). On 
R3 PCB the 1351 Mouse can be used as a 1351 emulation in the MEGA65 Config Utility. 
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Get familiar with your MEGA65 
 
The MEGA65 has some special features and utilities with which you will get familiar in this 
chapter.  
 

Config Utility 
 
The Config Utility is the BIOS of your MEGA65 and allows you to set general options. You 
already may have met the Config menu on configuring your SD card. 
 

Access  
1. Press and hold the ALT key (third key left on top most key row) 
2. Turn on your MEGA65 (will not work on reset your MEGA65) 
3. A menu pops up: Press 1 to enter the Config menu 

 

Navigation 
- CURSOR keys : Navigate through the options in the lower area 
- SPACE or RETURN key : Change/switch the chosen option 
- F1 key to switch to the next menu.  
- F7 key : Save/exit the Config Utility 

 
 

Freeze Utility 
 
The Freeze Utility allows you to freeze the memory of your MEGA65 at any state. This works 
in C64 as well as in C65 mode for up to 64KB. That way you can freeze a running game and 
proceed later on. From a developer perspective you can freeze a program at any state for 
analyzing purposes. 
 

Access 
1. Turn on your MEGA65 
2. At any running state press the RESTORE key for not longer than half a second. 
3. The outer frame will flicker for a moment before the Freeze Utility is displayed 

 

Navigation 
- F3 key : Return to MEGA65 
- F5 key : Soft-reset the MEGA65, keeps any mounted D81 image 
- F7 key: Save the current memory state into a slot with a size up to 512KB (384 KB 

RAM, 32KB Color RAM, registers, housekeeping) 
- C : Switching the CPU mode between 4502 and AUTO (what does AUTO means?) 
- J : Swap the Joystick port 1 and 2 
- R : Not yet functional 
- T : Enables/disables the plugged Cartridge 
- F : Switching the CPU frequency: 1 (default in C64 mode) > 2 > 3.5 (default in C65 

mode) > 40 MHz 
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- V : Switches the video mode between NTSC (60 MHz) and PAL (50 MHz) 
- M : Shows the monitor utility to access the memory 

o M [address] : displays memory from the given address 
o X : Back to Freeze Utility 

- E : Pokes.. not implemented yet 
- P : Protect/unprotect ROM (not yet implemented) 
- S : Sprite editor: work in progress 
- A : Adjust audio settings in the Audio Mixer 

o CURSOR keys : Select coefficients 
o F1, F5 key : Increase value 
o F3, F7 key : Decrease value 
o M : Toggle mic mute 
o RUN/STOP key : Back to Freeze Utility 

- X : Poke Finder (not yet implemented) 
- 0 : Choose a disk file (D81) to attach it to device 8**   (if empty, reenter) 

o CURSOR keys : Select disk file 
o RETURN key: Attach selected disk file 

- 1 : Choose a disk file (D81) to attach it to device 9**   (if empty, reenter) 
o CURSOR keys : Select disk file 
o RETURN key: Attach selected disk file 

 
** These operations are not permanent and get lost on reset or turn off/on the MEGA65. 
 

Example 
1. Start a program or a game  
2. Press the RESTORE key to enter the Freeze Utility while the program/game is running 
3. Use the CURSOR keys to choose a save slot 
4. Press the F7 key to save the memory dump (frame flickers for a while) 
5. Reset or turn off/on your MEGA65 
6. Press the RESTORE key to enter the Freeze Utility 
7. Use the CURSOR keys to find the slot you have used to save your game/program (the 

preview screen on the left side might help) 
8. Press the F3 key to load the memory with the saved memory dump 

 
 

Bitstream Utility 
 
Bitstreams are files allowed to implement (it’s not an emulation) another computer by the 
FPGA board. Therefore they need to be installed in your MEGA65 before use.  
With the Bitstream Utility you can switch to any installed Bitstream. By default there is the 
MEGA65 FACTORY CORE Bitstream installed. You can learn more about Bitstreams in chapter 
Developing for and with the MEGA65. 
 

Access 
1. Make sure your MEGA65 is turned off 
2. Press and hold the NO SCROLL key in the most top row at position 5. 
3. Turn on your MEGA65 
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Navigation 
- 0 to 7 : Choose and activate an installed Bitstream (0 = default) 
- CTRL key + 1 to 7 : Edit a Bitstream slot (slot 0 cannot be modified) 

o CURSOR keys : Select entry from existing list 
▪ -erase slot- : Delete the installed Bitstream from that slot 
▪ File in list: Select a file you want to install (from SD Card) 

o RETURN key: Executes the command you have chosen from the list 
o RUN/STOP key: Exit/return to previous screen 

 
 

Switch to C64 mode 
 
Instead of starting up your MEGA65 and then type ‘GO 64’ you can switch to C64 mode right 
on starting up: 

1. Press and hold the Mega key (lower left corner on keyboard) 
2. Press the Reset button or turn on your MEGA65 

 
 

Overview 
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40 MHz Boost when CAPSLOCK key is held (green light on) the MEGA65 runs at full speed 
with 40 MHz. Helpful to load big programs faster. 
 
Hardware Memory Monitor (MEGA + TAB key) causes Matrix-style "rain" and then you are at a 
hardware memory monitor. Press the combination again to return to normal mode. The computer 
runs as normal the whole time. 
 
 

Question and Answers 
Q: How can I change the default D81 file? 
 

A: You can rename your preferred D81 file to “MEGA65.D81” on the SD card or change the 
default D81 file in the Config Utility.  
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Developing for and with the MEGA65 
 

How to develop software for the MEGA65  
This is already explained in the continuously growing MEGA65 USER’S GUIDE. You can 
download the latest PDF version on MEGA65 Filehost (see details below): 
https://files.mega65.org  

 
 
FPGA Programming 
If you want to dive deeper into FPGA programming and creating Bitstreams you’ll find some 
useful information and links in this chapter. 
 
Software: 
 - Diamond Lattice programmer installed on PC (Keyboard) 

- Purpose: Programming/configuring the MEGA65 keyboard 
- OS: Windows, Linux 
- Link: 

https://www.latticesemi.com/en/Products/DesignSoftwareAndIP/FPGAandLDS/LatticeDiam
ond 

 - Quartus II programmer installed on PC (MAX10) 
- Design tools for you to use Lattice FPGAs 
- Support: Windows, Linux 
- Link: 

https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/programmable/downloads/software/prog-soft
ware/121.html 
 - Vivado 2018 or higher and USB driver installed on PC (Artix A7) 

- OS: Windows, Linux 
- Link: https://www.xilinx.com/products/design-tools/vivado.html 

 
 Hardware: 

 - PC with the above Software installed and a working USB port 
 - TE0790-03 programmer from Trenz  

- Supports keyboard and Artix A7 
- Settings: TE0790 should ALWAYS have dipswitch 1 & 3 -> ON. ALWAYS !!! 
- Link: 

https://shop.trenz-electronic.de/de/TE0790-03-XMOD-FTDI-JTAG-Adapter-Xilinx-kom
patibel 

- Requires a miniUSB cable in order to connect with your PC 
-  

 - TEI0004-2 programmer from Trenz for (MAX10) 
- Link: 

https://shop.trenz-electronic.de/de/TEI0004-02-ARROW-USB-Programmer2-fuer-die-Entwic
klung-mit-Intel-FPGAs-2-54mm-Header?c=26 
 - Requires a microUSB cable  in order to connect with your PC 
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1. Keyboard 
- Dipswitch 1 on MEGA65 mainboard -> ON 
- flash Keyboard with Diamond programmer (TE0790 & miniUSB cable) 
- Dipswitch 1 on MEGA65 mainboard -> OFF 
 
2. MAX10  
- Erase current Bitstream with Vivado Utilities. (TE0790 & miniUSB cable) 
- Use toothpick to lock RESET Button 
- Flash Max10 with Quartus (TEI0004-2 & microUSB cable) 
-  Remove toothpick 
  
3. Artix A7 
- Flash Bitstreams with Vivado Utilities, ( requires TE0790 & miniUSB cable) 
 
 
Documentation & Resources 

- FTDI programming: https://www.ftdichip.com/Support/FTDocuments.htm 
 
 

MCS and Vivado 
With Vivado Software and TE0790 programmer (using mini USB cable) you can write 

Bitstream files into the EEPROM of the MEGA65. 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

This replaces the original bitstream handle with care, HAVE A Original Bitstream BACKUP!! 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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MEGA65 Software 
 
The MEGA65 team created some additional software making your life easier to work with 
your Mega65. Be aware that also these provided software tools are under continuous 
development. 
 

XEMU/MEGA65 - The MEGA65 emulator 
 

Description 
Xemu is a multi-target emulator, capable of emulating MEGA65 as well (currently work in 
progress to enhance its capabilities to match the MEGA65). Please note, that Xemu also 
contains a “pure” C65 emulator (which is not the same as the MEGA65 emulator) if someone 
wants to try a “strict C65 only” kind of emulation, though MEGA65 itself is C65 compatible 
(excluding some rarely / never used or even known features), with many of its optionally 
usable great features. This chapter though explains the MEGA65 emulator, not the C65. 
 
Since Xemu/MEGA65 emulates the MEGA65, it must reflect one of its key features as well, 
the usage of an SD-card. Thus, for usable MEGA65 emulation you need the emulation of an 
SD-card, in the form of an (at least 4 Gbytes long) SD-card image file with the proper 
content, more like a real MEGA65 needs a real (at least 4 Gbytes long, SDHC) SD-card with 
the expected content. However preparing a proper SD-card image can be problematic for 
newcomers (since it’s not a “real” card), thus there is some helper functionality in 
Xemu/MEGA65 to ease this process. 
 

Download 
Pre-built Xemu emulators are available for: 

● Windows   (ZIPped binaries+dll or installer for both of 32 and 64 bit Windows 
systems) 

● Mac   (ZIPped binaries+dylib or DMG image),  
● Ubuntu Linux 16.04   (64 bit, .deb package, work in progress to have some universal 

Linux versions, like flatpak or similar) 
 
-> https://github.lgb.hu/xemu/ 
 
Or alternatively, you can download the source from github and compile yourself: 
 
https://github.com/lgblgblgb/xemu/ 
 
In both cases, please read the README file for more information. However a general 
overview is given here. 
 

Requirements 
- On the emulator software side: none, all included 
- The C65 ROM image you would like to use 
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M65Connect 
 

Description 

M65Connect is a GUI driven utility to interact with the MEGA65 in many different ways. It’s 

available for Windows, Mac and Linux. There is a manual in the application itself describing 

all the options.  

 

M65Connect is using some command line tools from the MEGA65 team like m65, 

bit2mcs/bit2cor, etc. So if you prefer a shell you can use those tools by command line. They 

are located in the folder “.../M65Connect Resources”. 

 

Download 
You can download the source for Windows, Mac and Linux (tested on Ubuntu) from Github: 
https://github.com/MEGA65/m65connect  
or get it from the MEGA65 Filehost: https://files.mega65.org (see details below) 
 

Requirements 

- MEGA65 

- TE0790 JTAG programmer with mini USB cable 

 

 

Bit2Cor 
 

Description 

The Bit2Cor file is used before flashing a Bitstream file into the EEPROM of the Mega65. It 

enhances the Bitstream with these information: 

- Name 

- Version number 

 

The output of this process is a .cor file that then can be written into the EEPROM. In order to 

create a .cor file you don’t need a MEGA65 but you need to create a .cor file to flash it into 

the EEPROM of the MEGA65. 

 

Download 

Bit2Cor will be provided later on via MEGA65 Filehost (see below) or find it as well in 

M65Connect. 

 

Requirements 
- Bitstream file (.bit) 
- SD Card (for writing into MEGA65’s EEPROM) 
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Resources 
  
Github 

Most tools and utilities we already have created for the MEGA65 are available on GitHub: 

https://github.com/MEGA65  

 

MEGA65 Filehost 

We are also building a site where users can download all the utilities we offer and where 

users can upload their own files to share them with the public: https://files.mega65.org  

 

The site is currently in development. Everything that is not working yet will be 

implemented later on. All tools we currently provide can be downloaded from the News 
page. 

 

As a DevKit owner you have received a code which you can enter after registration. This will 

move you into the DevKit group. We may have some special offers for them later on or share 

some specific files with the DevKit group only. 
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